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Acceptable files
It simplifies matters if we restrict ourselves to the standard software packages:
 Word for text files with standard fonts
 TIF or EPS for figure files
 LaTeX (use your own DTD)
It is very important that you have separate text and figure files because this is helpful to the typesetter.
When you come to submit your work you will also need to send a PDF of the complete combined text and
figures so we can use this as a visual guide.
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Definitive subtitle (if any)
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House Style and Format
The information in this section covers the most important style issues:
Language: Be consistent and specific with technical words and jargon. Define terms and abbreviations
that could be misunderstood. Make limited use of acronyms and other abbreviations. Do not start
sentences with abbreviations; for example, use Carbon…, not C…. Use SI, Système International, standard units for
measurements (metric only).

Chapter Subheadings: Sections within each chapter are double numbered to the second level (e.g., 7.1.1),
preceded by the chapter number (in this case, Ch. 7). Unless the organization of the book or chapter
requires more detailed numbering, further subordinate section headings can be set off using bold or italic
bold font.
Math: Displayed equations are double numbered by chapter, in parentheses. Variables are italicized in the
equations and in the text.
References: The numbered system is normally used: Cite references by number (in brackets), numbering
them consecutively throughout the chapter, and listing them in numerical order at the end of the chapter.
The author/date system may be appropriate and is also acceptable. For all reference styles, include the
complete author(s) name(s) as published, the complete reference title, publisher, location, and date of
publication. Standard abbreviations of Journal names and conferences are acceptable. Page citations are
optional. Examples:
30. M.J. DeMarco, A.K. Sen Gupta, and J.E. Greenleaf, Water Research, Vol. 37, p. 164, 2003.
13. H. Collins, Gravity’s Shadow: The Search for Gravitational Waves, Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
2004
40. P.H. Werhane and M. Gorman, “Intellectual property rights, access to life-enhancing drugs, and
corporate moral responsibilities,” in M.A. Santoro and T.M. Gorrie, eds., Ethics and the Pharmaceutical
Industry, Cambridge University Press, pp. 260-281, 2005.

Figures and Tables
Designation: Non-tabular materials are “Figures” (not exhibits, illustrations, etc.), and tabular materials
are “Tables.” Make sure to note the approximate placement in the manuscript. Each figure and table
should have a text reference occurring before (or within a few lines after) its placement.
Numbering: Figures and tables are double numbered by chapter. If you are preparing only one chapter
then the default chapter number is 1.
Captions, Headings, and Credits: Figure captions are in sentence style. Table headings are in title case,
with no period. If there are credits for figures or tables, they follow the caption or heading in parentheses.
Captions and headings should be sufficiently descriptive so that the table or figure is understandable
.
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should it stand alone in page placement. Captions and headings should not be saved with the figure, but
in the separate List of Figure and Tables.
Black & White vs. Grayscale Display: Do not use grayscale for any figures that can be black and white.
Photographs should be in grayscale (“black and white” photos), and graphics should be understandable
when printed in black and white.
Color: Color will not be printed in the books unless it is absolutely crucial. However, the online edition
can have all figures in color so please submit them in color.
Line Rules: Do not use hairline rule widths, as the lines will disappear when processed on our printers’
high-resolution image-setting equipment. Please designate specific line weights no smaller that 1 point
(0.014 in.).
Fonts: When creating your own graphics, use one font consistently for their labels throughout your
manuscript, and use one consistent arrowhead size. Keep in mind that large figures will be downsized by
our typesetter.
Figure Resolution: Generally, figure resolution needs to be 600 dpi at the size it will be used. (Keep in mind
that large figures will need to be downsized by our typesetter.) The exceptions are line art, which should
be 800 dpi at the size it will be used, and grey scale charts and photos, which should be 400 dpi at the size
they will be used. Save all scanned files as either TIFF or EPS. For example, scan the figure, and save as .tif
file at a high resolution (600-1200).
Figure File Naming: When creating a file name for your electronic figures, avoid all punctuation except
the hyphen, as these can corrupt the file. (For example: use “3-07.tif” to name a file for the 7th figure of
chapter 3.)
Table Format: Keep in mind what trim size your book will be. For example, a table with many columns
would need to be formatted landscape in a 6X9 book, whereas in an 8 ½ X 11 book the same table may
work in portrait format.

Index
A book or a chapter needs a good subject index. Readers and users love them but authors hate to make
them. So we have come up with a compromise solution that hopefully you will be able to comply with.
All authors of books or chapters must tag their work when they are preparing the manuscript by using
the indexing feature of their software. The tagging should be done after the work is nearly finished so you
will have a reasonable idea what words and phrases you want to use. Authors will then be given the draft
index to correct and edit at proof stage. The result will be an accurate reader/user friendly index
compiled, hopefully, without too much sweat.
Authors of stand alone chapters do not have to tag their work as it will probably not be printed.

What to Submit when the writing and compilation is done?
For Book Authors
1) Front Matter: A Preface and a Table of Contents listing chapter titles (and major section titles
within the chapters, if appropriate) are required; other front matter elements, such as a
Dedication, Foreword, and Acknowledgements are optional.
2) Chapter and Appendix Text: The complete tagged text of all chapters and appendices, both as
individual chapters in their native format and as an assembled whole in PDF with pages
numbered consecutively.
.
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3) High-Resolution Figures and Tables: It is important to provide high-resolution figure and table
files separately from the text.
4) A List of Figures and Tables. A complete list of the figures (figure numbers and captions) and
tables (table numbers and headings) must accompany the manuscript.
5) Back Matter: Back matter elements, such as a Glossary, Trade Names list, etc., if they are
For Chapter Authors
Points 2 – 5 apply to you. The metadata (see below) replaces the Front Matter. Here are the metadata
requirements.
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4. Biographical Data: Please tell us about yourself by attaching a résumé (curriculum
vitae) as well as writing a biography of about 100 words.
Name

:

Dr. S. Ganesh Kumar

Brief resume

:

He completed his B.E., M.E., and Ph.D. degrees from the
Madras University and Anna University in 1998, 2005 and
2014 respectively. He is presently working as an Assistant
Professor (Selection Grade), DEEE, Anna University, Chennai.
His areas of interest are Electrical Machines and Drives. He has
published eleven international journals and fourteen conference
papers. He served as a reviewer for international journals
(IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, IET Power
Electronics, ISA transactions and Electric Power Components
and Systems) and international conferences (APEC and
IECON) and also as an editorial board member for: Journal of
Engineering and Fundamentals, International Institute of
Engineers , International Journal of Electrical Components an
Energy Conversion, IJRSEEE, and JEDT. He has completed
one research project of worth 21 Lakhs as Co-principal
Investigator at CVRDE, Avadi, India. Presently he got a
project sanction of 20 Lakhs from AICTE under the scheme
MODROB. He is the member in ISTE, IE and IAEng. He is
doing collaborative research with Professor M. Rivera,
University of Talca, Chile. Presently he is working as Deputy
Director, Centre for Academic Courses, Anna University,
Chennai, India.

Resume link

.
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https://www.aukdc.edu.in/fis/facultyprofile.php?ch=63514
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Name
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Marco Rivera Abarca

Brief resume

:

{Marco Rivera} (S’09-M’11-SM'17) received his B.Sc. in
Electronics Engineering and M.Sc. in Electrical Engineering
from the Universidad de Concepción, Chile in 2007 and 2008,
respectively. He earned his PhD degree at the Department of
Electronics Engineering, Universidad Técnica Federico Santa
María, in Valparaíso, Chile, in 2011 with a scholarship from
the Chilean Research Fund CONICYT. During 2011 and 2012,
he was working as a postdoc researcher and part-time professor
at the Department of Electronics Engineering, Universidad
Técnica Federico Santa María, in Valparaíso, Chile. His
research interests include matrix converters, predictive and
digital controls for high-power drives, four-leg converters, and
the development of high performance control platforms based
on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays. Currently, he is a
professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering at
Universidad de Talca, Curicó, Chile. In 2013 Prof. Rivera was
awarded with the Premio Tesis de Doctorado Academia
Chilena de Ciencias 2012, which was awarded to the best PhD
Thesis developed in 2011 for national and foreign students in
any exact or natural sciences program that is a member of the
Academia Chilena de Ciencias, Chile. In 2015 he was awarded
as the Outstanding Engineer of 2015, award given by the
Chilean Association of Electrical and Electronics Industry and
the IEEE-Chile.
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https://marcorivera.cl/marco_web/
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Name

:

Dr. S. K.Pattanaik

Brief resume

:

S.K. Pattanaik received the Ph.D degree in the faculty of
Electrical Engineering from Anna University, India in 2008.
Since 2000, he has been with the Department of Electrical
Engineering, College of Engineering Guindy, Anna University,
where he is currently a Professor. His current research interest
includes application of robust, optimal, sliding mode control in
switching systems and power electronics applications. Earlier
he served as Director in Approval, RIFD, Vigilance, AICTE
(2012-2016). Presently he is working as Director, Centre for
Academic Courses, Anna University, Chennai, India.
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